
Contact Points:

Emergency - 112
PFSO/ Health and Safety - +356 7951 5174
Deputy PFSO/ H&S - +356 7951 4880
Customs - +356 2568 5120
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VGT
Valletta Gateway Terminals Ltd

Triq Belt il-Hazna
Marsa MRS 1306

Contact Number: +356 2205 7000

This brochure covers the most important 
safety and security regulations applicable 

at Valletta Gateway Terminals. 
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Speed

Access to the terminal is strictly at 
your own risk; drive or walk along 
the authorised routes. 

Wearing high visibility vest and safety 
shoes is obligatory in all areas of the 
terminal, with the ONLY exclusions 
being the office areas and workshops 
marked with green lines on the 
pavement.

Hard hats are to be worn in 
conventional operation areas.

The national traffic regulations apply, 
unless otherwise is specified or 
instructed.

Maximum speed 15 KM/H.

Parking in the terminal is prohibited 
unless authorized by PFSO.

Shut off the engine and always use 
parking brakes when leaving the 
vehicle.

Driving along the quayside is only 
allowed for vehicles with granted 
access.

At all times beware of truck traffic, 
crossings and heavy machinery in 
use at the terminal.

Walking or driving under suspended 
load is prohibited.

Access to the container operational 
area, by foot or in a vehicle is 
prohibited without authorisation.

Observe fences and demarcations.

Access to machinery and installations 
is prohibited unless authorized.

Whilst driving or during cargo 
handling, it is not allowed to use 
mobile phones.

You are only allowed to smoke at 
designated areas which will be 
marked by smoking signs.

Open fire is strictly prohibited at the 
terminal.

Use, possession, trading or being
under influence of drugs and/or
alcohol is prohibited.

Fire and emergency equipment, 
(emergency) exits and entrances
must be kept clear at all times.

All incidents (damages, leakages, 
personal injuries, etc.) are to be 
reported. Contact details of the Security 
Office can be found on the next page.

If conducting any type of work, 
excluding cargo handling you need an 
official permit from Transport Malta.

Access to the terminal is strictly 
prohibited unless you are in possession 
of a valid terminal access card or
granted permission by the PFSO.

The terminal access card must be 
presented on demand by Security
officer or a company representative.

Weapons are strictly prohibited.

Access to the terminal is granted only
for the time and purpose of the visit.

You may be subject to search of your 
person, effects and vehicle, at random 
by Security officers.

You are subject to video surveillance 
whilst at the terminal.

Filming, recording or photographing 
is strictly prohibited on the terminal 
premises without authorisation.
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Personal Injury and Damages Waiver:

By entering the areas operated by Valletta Gateway 
Terminals Limited ( C38888) you recognise that 
you are solely responsible for any damage to 
property, injury or loss of life you may suffer and 
thus irrevocably hold harmless Valletta Gateway 
Terminals Limited (VGT), its employees, officers, 
agents and contractors from all liability, claims 
and pretensions that may arise in respect of any 
damage to property, injury or loss of life that you 
may suffer as a result of, during, arising from, 
consequent to, directly or indirectly, your access to 
the area operated by VGT.

You moreover agree and undertake to indemnify 
and hold harmless VGT, its employees, officers, 
agents and contractors in respect of any damage to 
property, injury or loss of life.
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H2 = WATER

CO = CARBON DIOXIDE

PO = POWDER

FO = FOAM

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS:
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Deep Water Quay Terminal


